Problems of gamma ray and ne utron penetration in infinite, homogeneo us media ca n be so lve d in ter ms of infinite s um s of a ce rtain type of biorthogonal po lyn"mial sys tem . Many ca lcu lation s have used a few te rm s, pe rhap s 4 to 8, successfu lly due to good apparent converge nce. This paper develops express ion s for bounds to th e truncati"n error of thes e finite sums. Examples and aplJlieations are given of th e functions u sed to obtain the error bounds.
Introduction
There is an important class of radiation transport problems for which it is feasible to calculate spatial moments (I') by numerical integration of a recursive system of Volterra integral equations of the second kind [1, 2] .1 A detailed description of the proce,'ure for obtaining and evaluating these equations is not pertinent to the discussion here; but it is important that accurate calculation is feasible only for a limited number of the moments, say 6 to 10.
In some of these problems every other moment is . unobtainable because the recursive system does not reach it; in other problems every other moment vanishes; and in still other problems it turns out to be advantageous to distinguish between even and odd component distributions, both of which utilize alternate moments only. Thus one continually runs into the problem of constructing distributions which depend on a space variable z, while utilizing powers of the variable Z2 through the use of alternate moments.
There is by now a sizeable body of literature on this subject which references [1-13] do not exhaust. Two general approaches to the problem of constructing the distributions have been used, namely with polynomials and with sums of functions such as exponentials [2] . The latter method has been referred to as "function-fitting," and a variety of algorithms for determining coefficients ill such representations have been used.
The problem which has concerned us is the following: Data from "moment" calculations exists, has proven very useful [5] [6] [7] , and has even been used as a kind of standard against which data from other procedures with known and possibly severe built-in limitations has been compared [8] [9] [10] . Yet there has been no way to assess the errors in the data constructed from the moments.
Hence the accuracy of these data, although apparently high and generally assumed so, is not firmly established. This paper is the second in a series which attempts to put such data on a firmer foundation.
There appear to be at least four questions which call for study: Let N be the number of moments which an approximation utilizes. Can one be certain of convergence in the limit N ~ 00, (1) for polynomial approximations or (2) for specific function fitting algorithms? Likewise, what is the "truncation error" due to use of only a finite set of moments, (3) in polynomial approximations, or (4) in specific function-fitting approximations?
The first paper in this series, reference [4] , was a study of the polynomial system, which essentially answered question (1). A few comments about this will be made in the next section. In this second paper we discuss procedures for estimating the truncation error for the polynomial approximations, i.e., question (3) . Two approaches are given, of which one is more suited to the radiation transport problems which are our main concern.
We also have ways of getting at answers to both of the questions (2) and (4), and we hope to make these the subject of one or more additional papers. In fact, function-fitting procedures can be more flexible and accurate than polynomial methods. But problems of convergence and estimation of truncation errors for function-fitting approximations are intimately bound up with the properties of related orthogonal functions, and that is the reason for delaying study of functionfitting approximations until the polynomial problems have been considered.
In the next section we identify the pertinent polynomials by giving some of their main properties. Reference should be made to references [1-4], particularly reference [4] , for a more complete discussion of the properties reviewed here.
U!i Polynomial Systems and Approximations
The polynomial representations to which we have referred are usually written
11=0
and our interest also lies in truncated approximations to the infinite series. The independent variable in (2) is written z, with 0 ~ z < 00; but it may also be Izl, with -CX! < z < 00 . The U7; are biorthogonal to an adjoint set of polynomials which we designate iJ~; and the weight function for the system is Zke -z :
where 0/1111 is Kronecker's delta. The adjoint polynomials, {;~;, are functions of Z2 rather than z or
Izi. The two sets, U~; and [;~', satisfy adjoint third order differential equations, and have been shown to be the only biorthogonal .polynomials obeying differential equations of this order [3] . We also note that generating functions for the U~ are elementary [4] ,
=0
and that while generating functions for the O~; can likewise be written in closed form, only the cases k=O, 1 are as simple as (4) [4] :
Generally speaking, convergence of the series in eq (2) appears to be rapid enough for many important practical problems. Typically the first four or five terms seem to give impressive accuracy over a wide range of z values, say 0 0;; z :S 15.
The Fourier transforms of the Vi;· and the Laplace transforms of the OJ:-are simple power functions in the complex plane and have biorthogonality properties on an appropriate contour. From these functions one can show that convergence of the series (1) depends on the location of the singularities of the Fourier transform of F (Izl) [4] . In the gamma ray and neu tron problems of interest, the form of the transport equation leads one to expect the singularities to lie on the real axis to the ri ght of a known point. Convergence is then expected if very simple rules are obeyed in choosing a scale parameter (for z) so that all singularities fall in a hyperbolic-shaped region of the complex plane [4] . This leaves unanswered the question of the size of the trun cation error which results from use of a finite rather than infinite sum. Our approach here·is to obtain "error limit functions" which enable us to bound the error for all values of z. Our me thod for developing these functions is simple and not particularly new. Nevertheless, because neither the study of truncation errors nor the use of biorthogonal systems is familiar to many physicists and engineers, we put the problem in a fairly general context and in the process in c lude older material to make the discussion more complete.
The Adjoint Function and the Norm
One can often, though not always, construct an adjoint function to F (z) which we designate
In addition, the number IIFII ,2 (6) has the properties of a norm. Since these series mayor may not converge depending on the sequence of F" values, these concepts are useful mainly when (6) converges so that the function has afinite norm of this type.
In this connection we can bring out some important ideas by rewriting (2), (5), and (6) with an arbitrary renormalization of the polynomials:
The asterisk in (6) indiC'at es co mplex conjugate.
where the subscript indicates a renormalization, and
(6' ) n=O A comparison with eq (2) makes it clear that the biorthogonality relation holds for the renormalized polynomials (U~/Cn) because the Cn, Cm in (2) can be canceled for all nand m. Further, the distribu· tion F(z) is not changed by this renormalization. But the adjoint function and the norm are changed, hence the use of the subscript r in (5') and (6') . If the constants Cn decrease with n, it is possible for IIFllr to be finite when IIFII is not. Correspondingly, the series for Fr(z) may converge where
Before proceeding further, we should note that this discussion, and the discussion to follow, applies to orthogonal as well as biorthogonal systems. But the indicated renormalization generates a difference between two sets of functions which would otherwise be identical for the orthogonal case. Hence application of the argument to orthogonal systems involves treating them as two dis· tinct biorthogonal sets.
Transformation Kernels
We need to refer to one other type of function before turning our attention to the problem of estimating limits for the error of truncated series. We denote this bivariate function by P'(y, z), Hence we refer to p' as a transformation kernel for the system.
The diagonal case, P(z, z), is more useful to us than P(y , z), and we give this one·variable function a special notation,
n=O If this function exists, it is clearly positive; and it is smaller the larger the Cn'S.
Some Special Properties and Cases
The normalization for the U~ polynomials was chosen fortuitously in reference [1] . One can
show that for cn = 1, all the P(y, z) can be expressed in terms of modified Bessel functions [4] ;
while for other choices of Cn such simple expressions probably don't exist. Specifically, for k = 0,
and
Since Ko diverges logarithmically as its argument tends to zero, the series expression for these functions converges except for y= z = O. Divergence at this point also follows from the asymptotic expression for UMO): for n ~ 00 [4] ,
with Ao= 1/v:;;.. Further, one expects that the series (2) will converge for all values of z if
,,=0 n+ 1
Since this condition is barely more restrictive than the condition that the norm IIFII be finite, we expect that for k = 0, the series (2) usually converges for all values of z when the norm defined by (6) is finite. For k ;3 1, the T" and D" are more complicated:
Divergence for z ~ 0 occurs for all k, and becomes progressively stronger as k increases. In fact,
to guarantee convergence at z = 0 in (7), it is necessary to choose Cn values which tend to 00 as
This follows from eq (12). Basically, this factor compensates for weight functions which include the factor Zk, a factor diminishing the amount of information about z near zero which the moments contain. In any case, use of (14) or a different choice which similarly assigns values other than unity to the en means that p. and Dk are not obtainable in such an attractive form as (10) and (13).
Such choices also place greater demands on the convergence of the F,,'s, if Cn increases without limit.
Expressions Bounding the Truncation Error
Our approach to the problem of bounding the truncation error makes use of the Schwarz inequality,
We write the truncated approximation to (2) in the form
Let us also define two infinite sequences, one for coefficients and the other for polynomials. The rules which we follow are as follows:
We can then write the truncated series in alternative forms,
If we subtract (18) and (18') from (2'), and apply the Schwarz inequality, we obtain the expressions we seek,
IF-F,I ~ !IF-FIII,Dk(z) , (19) and
where in agreement with eq (9),
(20)
JI=S
One should note here that (19) and (19') are by no means the only such inequalities which can be written. One can modify (17) and (17') in many ways, each leading to an inequality. But the expressions written above represent limiting cases of greater interest than some of the other options. 2a By and large, we would expect (19) to be of greatest usefulness when the function being approximated is exactly known, perhaps through an expression which gives the F" for all values of n.
Under these circumstances, the norm of the difference function, IIF -FIll,., can be determined with high accuracy and certainty, and simple expressions for an upper bound can be derived. Alternatively, we would expect (19') to be more useful when the function being approximated is known only in regards to some very general properties, such as asymptotic trends or discontinuous or singular behavior. Under these circumstances the norm of the difference function cannot be accurately known. One may have only some guidance on expected trends with large values of n of the coefficients F" together with the sequence of estimates of the norm provided by the terms up to the index of truncation. Even though this information is incomplete, it ,still permits estimates of error bounds for all values of z through an estimation of the likely magnitude of a single number.
This information is useful, the more so in combination with the sequence of approximations obtained by changing the index of truncation.
The case (19') is of greater use in the calculation of gamma ray and neutron distributions, in which we have a particular interest.
In a general way, one can say that the c,.'s provide a mechanism for translating some very general information about the function F(z) into a reduction of the error bounds of a truncated approximation. Table 1 presents examples of "error limit functions." The second column gives D", and the remaining columns give ratios DUD". These data, somewhat augumented, are also presented in figure 1. For this case and for others to be mentioned , the CII have the form (21) and in table 1, and figure 1, the results are for j = 2.
Note that there are N minima in figure 1, and that they are spaced more widely apart at larger z.
Note also that from one value of N to the next a drop by perhaps a factor of V2 occurs, while the final rise to unity advances by about ilz = 4 to the right. Figure 2 shows the effect of changing the value of j in (21). When j is increased by unity, the curves are reduced by a factor which is much larger at small z than large. The positions of the minima are essentially unchanged. Figure 3 illustrates changes when k is increased. The main effects are as follows: (a) there is is a shift of all minima to the right, this shift being larger for large z than for small z; and (b) there is a substantial increase in DM Dk, particularly for values of z near zero. This increase reflects the reduction of the small z region's contribution to the polynomial coefficients, due to the factor Figure 4 shows a number of functions Dk(Z), for different values of k and j. The trend with z does not change very much, although the curves are reduced at large z when j is increased. Increases in the value of k show a correspondingly stronger divergence for z ~ O. Beyond this one might say that the main effect of unit increase in k is a shift of the curve to the right by about Llz = 1 . 
.2. Fractional Error Limits
Using (19) and (19 ' ) , we write the ratio of error limits to function F(z) being approximated as follows ,
IF-FNI <Eb(
where Eb (z) will be referred to as an "error buildup" function and is given by
Eb(z) =Dk(Z) r;~). (23)
The ratio D~:jD" is shown in figures 1-3, and depends on the approximation system but not on the function being approximated. Further, its general characteristics are largely determined by the number of moments used and other input information. On the other hand, Eb(z) depends on the function F(z) and can be modified by making changes in this function of a manipulative type, which do not necessarily represent additional input information. Further, if F(z) cannot be well· represented, the error buildup function exhibits the situation clearly.
Thus the representation (22') divides the error limits into system-dependent and functiondependent parts. (This is not true if use of (19) rather than (19') results in replacing D~:/Dk by
IIF -Fyll,./IIFII,.·)
Clearly the fractional error limits cannot be made small unless Eb (z) is kept within a reasonable range of values. The trend of D"(z) shown in figure 4 is strongly increasing, hence F(z) is ideally also a rather strongly increasing function of z.
To illustrate these ideas let us consider the simple case F(z) = 1. Since the norm of this function is unity for all values of k, Eb(z) is given by D"(z). From figure 4, using k=O,j=O, one thus obtains a value of 8.6 for Eb at z = 10, and from calculations similar to those of These results enable us to determine that according to eq (19), the error limits are below S percent out to z= 16, and below about 10 percent out to z= 2S. On the other hand, by use of (19'), and data for the j = 0 case similar to that of table 1 and figure 1, we determine that error limits fluctuate below about IS percent out to about z = 16, but rise to about SO percent at z = 2S.
In a general way, one might say that the narrower limits given by (19) are due to use of more refined information about F (z) than is required by (19').
Scale Factors
The two functions F(z) = 1, and F(z) = e Z / 5 /(1.2S)"+I, can be regarded as differing mainly in regards to scale factor. If we multiply both by e-Z we see this more clearly. The preceding discussion suggests that the error buildup function can be modified to advantage by changes in scale factor which are very easy to make. To state this in general form, we depart from the practice to this point of using only e-Z as weight factor. More generally , we represent a function F (z) with the approximation (24) where the constants ell have the interpretation previously given, and the scale factor t is arbitrary.
Expansion coefficients F" are given by (2S)
If the distribution F (z) has an asymptotic trend which IS exponential, with coefficient (IJ-II/ -lit) ¥= 0,
F(z) ~ !(z)e-I-'II/ Z+z/{,
where! is some function which is weaker than exponential, then a finite norm requires that ~ < IJ-m . V2. Beyond this, however, the choice of t is a practical matter, affected by rate of convergence and the resulting size of Eb(z). It turns out that Eb(z) is apt to be better behaved if t is chosen a little small er than 1/ IJ-m , say t -~. But other considerations can sharpen the se-IJ-m lection of scale factor considerably.
Trends Near Zero
It may happen that the trend of F(z) near zero is known precisely. One can then approximate a modifi ed fun ction, F(z) -C(z), where C(z) has the known trend for z~ 0, tends to zero more strongly than F (z) for z ~ 00, but is otherwise arbitrary. The combination F (z) -C (z) can then be proportional to z or Z2 for small z, so that approximation by V,', or Vf, polynomials is appropriate, rather than V\~ polynomials.
This situation has many advantages. The V'i systems for higher k values are not so accurate for small z, but extend their accuracy considerably farther in the direction of large z values. But if the small values of z ca use no problem, due to use of known trends, the accuracy at larger z values is obtained esse ntially without cost. Use of this additional information thus turns out to give greater accuracy for all z values , small as well as large, as well as narrower bounds on the error.
If, in addition, many moments of the unknown function are available for use, it is possible to omit the lowest moments, while at the same time increasing the value of k even more. This decreases the accuracy for small z values somewhat, but in such a way that the decrease in both accuracy, and knowledge of the accuracy, is not necessarily large enough to be important. At the same time, the approximation for intermediate and large z may be considerably improved. This suggestion of omitting low moments and usin g large k values was made by E. Morris [13] . Morris did not attempt to obtain a single approximation, but used this approach to extend a low k approximation to mu ch larger z values.
Example 1: The Sievert Integral. Standard tabulations exist of the Sievert integral [14] ,
but due to the fact that two variables are involved, additional representations may well prove useful. Hence the evaluation in terms of Vn polynomials is perhaps a nontrivial example of the use of error functions of the type (20'). Writing
and expanding by means of eq (4), we evaluate the integral term by term to obtain:
If we evaluate thi s expression , usin g In terms in the series, the error according to eq (19) is governed by the inequalities 
or, say, using c,, = (2n + l)I /4,
Note that the error limit given by (27') is finite at z = O. Writing v for 3/2 or 2, we have Table 2 gives selected values of the ratio IIF-F\jl,./llFllr, obtained using (27') and (28). The latter gives an overestimate which for intermediate values of 8 can be up to a factor of 2 too high. The norm ratios of table 2 show that (26) gives very accurate values even with only a few terms , through· out a wide range of z values, provided 8 is small, say 8 < rr/4.
The approximations of table 3 are given despite being somewhat unimpressive because they illustrate relationships between errors, error limits, scaled and unsealed approximations, and the two approaches to obtaining error limits. For e near rr/2, eq (26) has slow convergen ce due to the "sharp" component with cos 1> near zero. Table 3 gives a variety of types of data for the worst case, The numbers in parenthesis give approximations in which the numerator of the ratio is obtained using eq (28). Eb(z) and D~/ DO, are presented separately.
Comparison of th e data in pare nthesi s for Eb with that not in parenthesis demonstrates the reduction of thi s factor which the scaling brings about. The other factor, D~/Do , is not greatly affe cted by th e scaling except that the eventual rise to unity is moved to smaller z value, as already noted.
Errors given for th e scaled approximation are almost uniformly smaller, and this is especially marked for large z values.
Error limits calculated by multiplyin gEb by DgJDo are usually two or more times larger than the actual errors. The pattern of error sizes shows a marked tendency to follow the pattern of errorlimit sizes. This is expec ted, because both are affected by the maxima and minima of the first few polynomials not includ ed in the approximation.
Example 2: Point and Plane Is otropic Gamma Ray Distribut ions.
In th e calculation of gamma ray distribution s, one can classify compone nts of the distribution by an index whic h gives th e number of scatterin g inte rac tion s that the photons have had with atoms of th e s urroundin g materiaL Thus one speaks of unscatte red , on ce-scattered , twi ce-s cattered , etc., components. Th e multiplyscattered co mpon e nt is the sum of all com ponents scattered at least twi ce.
The advantage of this classification sys tem is in part due to the fact that unscattered and oncescattered co mponents can be described by analytic expressions for many co nfig urati ons. Th e multiply-scattered compone nt re presents th e primary objective of the polynomial representation referred to in this paper; and for a configuration in whi ch the photon so urce is idealized as a point, the multiply-s cattered com pon e nt is kn own to vary approximately as Z2 near the so urce.
One procedure for accurate calc ulation of distribution s is thus to de termin e un scattered an d once-scattered compon e nts by direct functional evaluation and quadrature, and to evaluate th e multiply-scattered compone nt by polynomial representation. Du e to th e kn ow n z 2 e-z dominance in the s patial trend of this co mpon e nt , we have used UT, polynomials. It turns out that th e z-dependence of the function multiplying z 2 e -Z , whi ch is our F(z) to be de termin ed , has a trend whic h produces an error buildup ratio (22') whi c h does not in crease satisfactorily. He nce we have used a val ue ~ = 1/1.2 to decrease th e error limits. Because the norm is not known , but the conv ergence of the norm appears to be very good , we have used the largest of th e sequence of norm values shown in Table 4 shows unscattered and once-scattered co mponents as well as the multiply-scattered compone nt. The sum of all components is given in the "Total" column. The last column on the right gives an indication of the truncation error, through use of the differen ce be tween approximations using 6 and 8 moments. Both error columns are divided by " Total", rather than by the multipl yscattered result. This explain s the tend e ncy for errors to vanish as z ~ 0 , sin ce the " Total" contains the un scattered component, which is finite in this limit. :1 We lI SC a s maller val ue of j th a n (14) would sugges t because a factor z~ is applied to the e rror limit s here. Resulting converge nce 10 zero s hown on the tabl e al z = 0 is co njectured, ra th er than proven.
TABLE 4. Gamma ray energy deposition/rom a point isotropic, Cs·137 source in air
The first two columns give distance in f!./cm~ and in feet. The next three columns give ullscallered. once scattered, and multiply scattered compone nt s. respectively. The co lumn labeled "Est im ated Err Lim" I!ives an estimated fractional erro r limit to the 'To tal " co lumn. The final column gives th e fractional contribu tion of the last two terms in the se ri es. For this calculation a tolal of 8 terms was used in the expansion. Int e/!ration of the total with respect to distance (in g/cm t ) gives unity. and integration of /. thus gives a limit for 15I/'ul. 
